
 
 
 

Meeting Minutes 
September 23, 2020 at 12:00 noon 

Zoom 
 
Call to Order and Welcome:  Kasey Monaghan at 12 noon. The purpose of the 
PTSO is to enhance and support BHS through finances and volunteering time. It is 
also a place to advocate for quality education for our kids 
 
In Attendance: Kasey Monaghan, Lisa Highfield, Kela Rosario, Kelly Shepherd, 
Linwood Hudson, Lynn Schmitt, Stephanie Howard, Jay Mathis, Cadet Schmitt, 
Kristie, Anita, Karen Martens, Robin Sanborn, Chad Cox, Jennifer Jones, Guylene 
Wood-Setzer, Dewi Iridiastadi, BMS PTO, Nathan Black, Amber Pogue, Eric Morgan, 
Jenise Jacques, Leila Massjouni, Stephanie Bryson, Veronica Spradlin, Tracy 
Rutherford, Marie Castillo, Tatiana Early, Carolyn Ping Li 
 
Approval of Minutes: Lisa Highfield made a motion to approve the August 6, 2020 
meeting minutes and Kelly Shepherd seconded it. 
 
Staff/Student Reports: 
 
Administration (Ms. Wood-Setzer): Ms. Wood-Setzer expressed excitement to be at 
the meeting and thankfulness for what the PTSO has already done for the staff. The 
schools go back to in-person 50% of the time on Monday, Sept. 28. There was a 
rocky start with technology but Mr. Wickham did a survey with the teachers to find 
out what teachers needed (mostly new monitors) and they are working on getting 
those 
 
SCA (Leila Massjouni): They are working on Thanksgiving baskets. They do not have 
all their representatives yet 
 
Teacher (Jay Mathis is the new teacher rep in place of Kelly Shepherd, VP). Mr. 
Mathis was the President of the PTSO at Auburn High school for 4 years so he loves 
the PTSO, has been in the trenches and understands what we are doing and what we 
need to know from teachers 
 
Guidance (Chad Cox): Thank you to the PTSO for what they have done. Their fifth 
installment of the newsletter will go out on Friday, listing the National Merit finalists 
and other information, including links to virtual admission meetings with different 
colleges which will happen mostly on Wednesdays. 



 The PSAT will happen on October 14th as long as we are still in Phase 3. If not, 
it will be in January.  
 Virginia Tech has their onsite admissions due October 1st and students will 
hear by Oct. 30th. BHS has not heard from Radford yet about their dates. 
 Guidance is checking with Jason Garrettson about paying for 2 applications 
per senior. They are waiting to hear how that will work because they usually use 
MCPS credit cards to do that. For now, pay for the VT onsite application because 
they may not have the information by October 1. 
 Each counselor has created a google classroom for their students, starting 
with seniors first. If any questions, have your student contact their counselor. 
 
Finances (Kela Rosario): Kela presented a proposed budget for the PTSO to vote on. 
It mirrors a lot of what the PTSO did last year. We have simplified the budget and 
moved more money to the general fund because we don’t know how this year will 
go and what we will need the money for.  We increased the hospitality budget up to  
$3000 and are keeping the After prom at $1000 which is what we always do.  We 
received a matching fund through a parent’s workplace, Harmonia, for $1961.78. 
Proposals that were sent in last year were voted on by the PTSO. Most of the general 
fund went to the teacher wish list. 
 There has been a discussion about the Bruin Family Fund. There is $800 in 
the account and some would like to reactivate this fund. This is for kids in need. It is 
coordinated between the principal and the PTSO because it is confidential. 
 Paw on the Wall was the biggest fundraiser but we also receive money from 
Amazon Smiles, Kroger Rewards and Shelor. Kela has filled out the paperwork for 
Shelor and we are hoping for $1000 from them. 
 Reminder that any proposal to spend over $250 will have to be voted on by 
the PTSO and the vote may need to be sent out electronically through Jackie Dobson. 
Kelly Shepherd made a motion to approve and the budget and Ms. Wood-Setzer 
seconded it. 
 
Fundraising (Kasey): Paw on the Wall – forms are online and on the website, 
Parents can have a paw engraved with child’s name on it and it is installed on the 
wall outside of the gym. Could also buy one in honor of a teacher or staff member. 
Erin Vogt is in charge of this with Ms. Spradlin  who can now use the engraver that 
the PTSO (through donations) bought for the school. There is usually two deadlines-
one in October to be installed in December and then one in the spring 
 Kroger Rewards – Lynn Schmitt has business cards with the Kroger Rewards 
info on it. If you want some to give out, contact Lynn Schmitt 
 
Hospitality (Lynn Schmitt and Stephanie Howard): Hospitality may be done in 
small groups this year. Lynn and Stephanie have mapped out a whole year schedule. 
They still need to know the limits and restrictions because of Covid. 
 Ms. Amber Pogue requested help with an event that the PBIS (Positive 
Behavior Intervention & Support) would like to sponsor to get all the teachers 
together for a short time to have fun and socialize to reestablish community and 
team building and get them talking about their values. They are proposing a Fall 



Festival either the Tuesday, Thursday, or Friday of the last week of October between 
classes (10:15 am to 11:40 am) outside. Something like booths, games, chili cook-off. 
Ms. Pogue just wanted to see if we were interested in possible being at booths, 
volunteering time to set up and clean up so the teachers can just attend it. Lynn 
Schmitt, Stephanie Howard and Ms. Pogue will meet to discuss. Ms. Wood-Setzer 
will check with Jason Garrettson because a plan of mitigation will need to be 
submitted to Ms. Wood-Setzer and then Jason Garrettson for approval. Kela 
informed the group that this is not just hospitality so the money needed could come 
out of general funds. 
 
Technology (Linwood Hudson): Thanks to Lynn and Stephanie for sending pictures 
of hospitality so we can put it on social media. Linwood will add things to the PTSO 
website this year and if there is anything that needs to be sent out on social media, 
to send it to Linwood. 
 
After Prom – Kelly Shepherd will help run this if it happens 
 
New Business: 
Amending the Bylaws: Section 1: Eligibility – Membership is automatically granted 
to all parents/guardians of Blacksburg High School students, plus all students and 
staff at Blacksburg High School, as well as enrollees in the Montgomery County 
Public Schools’ 100% virtual school option, provided that Blacksburg High School is 
their designated school based on their physical home address. (text in red would be 
amended). 
Ms. Wood-Setzer explained that these students who do 100% virtual are East Mont 
students and aren’t in the BHS powerschool. One teacher and parent explained that 
virtual school will be offered indefinitely and not just this year so she wouldn’t want 
those parents to be a part of BHS PTSO if they are going to do virtual school 
indefinitely. Once covid is over, will the student return to BHS? This does affect 
present board members. There was a proposal to add “just for the 2020-2021 school 
year”. Kasey made a motion to keep the board members the same until we can make 
a bylaws amendment. Lynn Schmitt seconded it. 
 
Teacher wish list: A lot of the items on the wish list are smaller items so there was 
a proposal to have an adopt-a-teacher system like in the spring and then the PTSO 
funds can be used on larger items. Marie Castillo, Carolyn Ping Li, and Jenise Jacques 
volunteered to take this on and organize it. 
 
Next meeting – October 28th, 2020 at 12 noon on Zoom 
 
Adjourned 1:08 pm 
 


